HOLIDAYS
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Crafting a Handmade Holiday

There’s nothing quite like handmade gifts and home décor for the holidays. With
websites like Etsy and Pinterest continuing to grow in popularity, crafters are looking
outside big box stores for holiday gifts this year. Need a little convincing? See why it
makes sense to craft a handmade holiday this year.

Where to Find Holiday Inspiration

64%

48%
of shoppers have
bought a product
because of something
they saw on Twitter

say that Pinterest
has inspired holiday
ideas and gift
purchases

65%
will use social
media sites to find
the perfect gift

92%
will go online
to research and
or purchase gifts
this season

tip: Finding holiday gift inspiration can be as simple as borrowing ideas you find through social media.
When to Start Crafting Holiday Gifts
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tip:

To
minimize stress
and to give yourself
plenty of time to be
creative, start crafting at
least a month before you plan
to spread your holiday cheer.

of consumers begin
shopping before Halloween
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of crafters say crafting can help
manage stress – perfect for the
start of the holiday season

of U.S. households craft at least
once a year - Why not make it the
holiday season?

What to Craft for the Holidays

Americans purchase approximately

6.5 million
greeting cards each year.

Handmade cards

tip: Crafting holiday cards is the

can cost much less

perfect way to ease into a handmade
holiday. Plus, holiday cards are a priceless
gift for family and friends and can cost as
little or as much as you want to spend.

than traditional
boxed cards

Handmade Gifts are on the Rise

tip: Holiday shopping can get

expensive and is often thoughtless.
Make handmade presents to save
money and create gifts that are worth
way more than what you spent.

Between Thanksgiving and Cyber
Monday (2013), more than 36
million visits to Etsy generated
more than 388 million page views.

Etsy Tops $1 Billion in 2013
Product Sales, furthur proving
the rise of handmade gifts.

Consumers spent an average of
$767.27 per person on holiday
trimmings, gifts and more in 2013.

Have a happy handmade holiday this year.
Inspiration is all around you.

http://www.bluetoad.com/
publication?i=22
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View
our Holiday Catalog

to find inspiration for making your handmade holiday even
brighter and save with an exclusive 30% off coupon code.
Find thousands of craft supplies at competitive prices,
and do it all from the comfort of your own home.
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